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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND  
REGIONAL CITIZENS’ ADVISORY COUNCIL 

MINUTES 
REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

 
January 22-23, 2009 
Anchorage, Alaska  

 
Members Present 
John Allen Tatitlek Corporation & Tatitlek Village IRA Council 
Al Burch Kodiak Island Borough 
Sheri Buretta (1/22/09 only) Chugach Alaska Corporation 
Pat Duffy  Alaska State Chamber of Commerce 
Jane Eisemann City of Kodiak 
Patience Andersen Faulkner Cordova District Fishermen United 
John French City of Seward 
Cathy Hart   Alaska Wilderness Recreation & Tourism Association 
Marilynn Heddell  City of Whittier 
Blake Johnson Kenai Peninsula Borough 
George Levasseur City of Valdez 
Stephen Lewis City of Seldovia 
Iver Malutin  Kodiak Village Mayors Association 
Thane Miller  Prince William Sound Aquaculture Corporation 
Dorothy Moore  City of Valdez 
Walter Parker  Oil Spill Environmental Coalition 
Charles Totemoff  Chenega Corporation & Chenega IRA Council 
John Velsko City of Homer 
 
Members Absent 
Nancy Bird  City of Cordova 
 
Ex-Officio Members Present 
Scott Pexton Alaska Department of Natural Resources 
CDR Darryl Verfaillie U. S. Coast Guard 
Joe Hughes  U.S. Bureau of Land Management 
Ron Doyel Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
Doug Mutter U.S. Dept. of the Interior  
 
Committee Members Present 
Robert Jaynes POVTS Committee 
Bill Conley POVTS Committee 
Cliff Chambers POVTS Committee 
Pete Heddell POVTS Committee 
Savannah Lewis IE Committee 
Jerry Brookman OSPR Committee 
Bob Flint OSPR Committee 
Richard Tremaine  SA Committee 
 
Staff Present 
John Devens  Executive Director 
Donna Schantz Director of Programs 
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Lisa Ka’aihue Director of Administration 
Stan Jones Director of External Affairs 
Linda Robinson Outreach Coordinator 
Jennifer Fleming Executive Assistant 
Dan Gilson  Project Manager 
Tom Kuckertz Project Manager 
Roy Robertson Project Manager 
Linda Swiss Project Manager 
Joe Banta Project Manager 
Kyle von Bose Project Manager 
Joel Kennedy Project Manager 
Jacquelyn Olson Project Manager Assistant 
Amanda Johnson  Project Manager Assistant 
Venessa Dawson Administrative Assistant  
Telena McQuery Administrative Assistant 
 
Others Present 
Greg Jones  Alyeska Pipeline Service Company 
Barry Roberts  Alyeska Pipeline Service Company 
Kathy Zinn   Alyeska Pipeline Service Company/VMT 
Mike Meadors Alyeska Pipeline Service Company/SERVS  
Gail Colby Alyeska Pipeline Service Company/SERVS 
Robert Wholecheese  Alyeska Pipeline Service Company 
Marianne Beckham Alyeska Pipeline Service Company 
Cecil McNutt Alaska Regional Response Team 
Jeff Johnson BP Shipping 
Ed Thompson BP Shipping  
Tom Colby  Alaska Tanker Company 
John Kotula Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
Bill Haese  Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
John Brown Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
Larry Iwamoto Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
Sharry Miller (via teleconf.) Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
Vince Kelly(via teleconf.) Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
Sharmon Stambaugh Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
Tom Blanchard (via teleconf.) SeaRiver Maritime 
Doug Mertz Legislative Monitor: Law Offices of Douglas Kemp Mertz 
Monty Morgan Polar Tankers 
Joe Levesque Legal counsel: Walker & Levesque, LLC 
Tom Lakosh Citizen 
Kendra Zamzon Citizen 
Vanessa Salinas Alaskans for Responsible Mining 
 
Thursday, January 22, 2009 
 
Call to Order, Welcome and Introductions 
A regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the Prince William Sound Regional 
Citizens’ Advisory Council was held January 22-23, 2009, at the Downtown Marriott 
Hotel, Anchorage, Alaska.  President Patience Andersen Faulkner called the meeting to 
order at 1:15 p.m. on January 22, 2009.  
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A roll call was taken.  The following 18 voting directors were present at the time of the 
roll call, representing a quorum for the conduct of business: Allen, Burch, Buretta, 
Duffy, Eisemann, Faulkner, French, Hart, Heddell, Johnson, Levasseur, Lewis, Malutin, 
Miller, Moore, Parker, Totemoff, and Velsko.  
 
Directors introduced themselves and reported briefly on their activities since the 
September meeting. 
 
AGENDA (1-0) 
The agenda was presented for consideration (salmon-colored sheet). 
Parker moved to approve the agenda as presented.  Heddell seconded.  Several board 
members asked for the open discussion period with Admiral Brooks and ADEC 
Commissioner Hartig to be extended to an hour or 1 ½ hours on the second day’s 
agenda, if possible, and to adjust the times of other agenda if needed. There was no 
objection to the request. 
The agenda was approved as presented with the adjustments as suggested.  
 
MINUTES (1-1, 1-2) 
Parker moved to approve the minutes of Board Meeting of September 18-19, 2008.  
French seconded, and the minutes were approved by unanimous consent. 
 
Johnson moved to approve the minutes of Board Poll of November 24, 2008.  Hart 
seconded, and the minutes were approved by unanimous consent. 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS 
Tom Lakosh addressed the Board and asked PWSRCAC to follow through on looking at 
best available technology requirements and performance standard versus the response 
planning standard under the c-plan. 
 
OPENING COMMENTS/ACTIVITY REPORTS - PWSRCAC COMMITTEES 
 
SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE (SAC):  Chair Tremaine reported that the SAC 
had met monthly since the last board meeting.  The Committee had held a successful 
Science Night event, completed a final re-write of the goals and objectives of the 
Committee and worked on the Long Term Environmental Monitoring Program (LTEMP) 
project.  Tremaine pointed out that a proposal to reduce samples sites under the 
LTEMP project was on the agenda for this meeting.  He said SAC encouraged the Board 
to look at long term and integrated research and a comprehensive approach to the 
issues and the science. 
 
PORT OPERATIONS & VESSEL TRAFFIC SYSTEMS (POVTS): Chair Bob Jaynes reported 
that the POVTS Committee had met three times since the last board meeting and had 
had one meeting already this year.  He said the Committee was focusing on the tanker 
escort system issues, the SAFETUG project, the firefighting symposium, the ice 
detection radar, issues involving corrosion in the double hull tankers, and the fire 
assets protection project at the Valdez Marine Terminal (VMT) which includeds the 
best-available-technology (BAT) dedicated fire-fighting vessel project for Port Valdez. 
 
TERMINAL OPERATIONS & ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING (TOEM): Project 
Manager Tom Kuckertz reported for the TOEM Committee in the absence of Chair Bob 
Benda.  Kuckertz reported that the Committee had met three times since the last board 
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meeting and was focused on the NPDES permit renewal, the ongoing activities of the 
Ballast Water Treatment Facility upgrade project,  terminal integrity issues and Valdez 
air quality.  He pointed out that the Board would be asked to approve a project on 
seismic reengineering at this meeting and the fire asset report.  In addition, Kuckertz 
said the Committee, with the assistance of SAC, was continuing to look at the 
properties of Alaska North Slope crude. 

OIL SPILL PREVENTION & RESPONSE COMMITTEE (OSPR).  John French reported that 
the OSPR Committee had met three times since the last board meeting.  At its next 
meeting, French said the Committee would look at broader issues of planning for the 
integrated sections of OSPR projects.  He said the Committee e was involved in c-plans 
and the response gap project, and the oil simulation materials project.  He noted that 
the current responses defined in the c-plan were probably not capable of meeting the 
response planning standard under the full set of environmental conditions that are 
likely to occur. So the Committee will look at the difficult question of whether c-plans 
should be based on performance standards as opposed to the planning standards of 
the industry’s manufacturer’s best estimate of how the gear would perform under 
optimal conditions.  The Committee was also looking at fishing vessel preparedness 
and had issued an RFP.  He said the Committee remained concerned about the lack of 
response planning for the downstream communities.  He said the Committee was also 
looking at remote sensing of oil and detection in the dark, the ARRT, the tug escort 
efforts, and working with staff on drills and exercises. 

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE (LAC):  Chair John Velsko stated that a full report 
on legislative affairs would be on the following day’s agenda.   

INFORMATION AND EDUCATION COMMITTEE (IEC): Chair Faulkner reported that the 
Committee had met three times since the last board meeting.  She reported that the 
Committee was working on projects to keep PWSRCAC in the forefront of people’s 
minds around the region, such as the 20th anniversary of the Exxon Valdez spill coming 
up on March 24.  As part of its public outreach role, the Committee was emphasizing 
youth involvement and recruitment and encouraging youth to come to the board 
meetings to observe and learn.  She said that Kate Alexander would be presented to the 
Board for approval at its next meeting as a volunteer on the Committee. She said the 
Committee was assisting on the oral history book and continued to work on the video 
“Then and Now.”  She reported that the video had aired and the Committee would be 
discussing the comments received.  On upcoming events, Faulkner said there would be 
an oceanography of Prince William Sound in conjunction with National Geographic, and 
an Alaska Natural History class was also in the works.   

FINANCE Committee:  Treasurer John French reported the Finance Committee would 
meet the week following the Board meeting. 
 
ALYESKA/SERVS ACTIVITY REPORT 
 
VMT Report 
Kathy Zinn gave a brief report on activities at the Valdez Marine Terminal (VMT) that 
were not specifically covered in later agenda items.  On safety, she reported six 
recordables and six spills to water in 2008.  On secondary containment issues, she 
reported that the 2008 work on the liners and some work on the manholes had been 
completed.  More work on the manholes would be completed in 2009.    
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Zinn reported that Tank 92 has been cleaned and inspected, Tank 7 had been cleaned 
and inspected and had some interior coating done.  She said they had attempted to do 
exterior coating on Tank 8 but the summer weather in 2008 would not cooperate, so it 
will be finished in 2009.  Tank 56, the diesel storage tank, was put back into service 
after an integrity inspection of the door sheet weld.  
 
In 2009, Zinn said the planned projects were cleaning, inspecting and doing any 
needed repairs on Tanks 4 and 6, as well as exterior coatings on Tanks 9 and 10.  She 
said Alyeska was awaiting approval from ADEC on a request for a two-year extension 
for the maintenance on Tanks 9 and 11.   
 
Zinn reported on Alyeska’s fire brigade’s voluntary response to a Petro Star Refinery 
fire on December 28, 2008.  She said it was a coordinated effort with the local fire 
brigade and the fire was out in two hours.   
 
SERVS Report 
Mike Meadors reviewed the 2008 statistics on work safety and environmental safety.  
He said he was proud of TCC/Crowley/SERVS for their 2008 safety and environmental 
performance, having worked 1.5 million man-hours with only one minor recordable, 
and Crowley had worked 1.2 million of those man-hours with zero recordables.  
However, during the previous week an employee had fallen and sustained an injury 
and an investigation of that incident was ongoing. 
 
Meadors reported four spills to water in 2008, none of which were crude oil.  He 
reported that the accomplishments in 2008 included a good fishing vessel training 
program that trained approximately 940 people and 277 vessels, a VMT c-plan renewal 
that went well, and several successful drills and exercises.  He reported that the 
anchoring system on the Duck Flats protection strategy has been improved, mooring 
inspections had been completed, and communications with TCC and Crowley had 
continued to improve, particularly around maintenance issues.  He said the “drag-on” 
list (a list that is compiled by employees for various maintenance items) was working 
successfully to get things accomplished.  Meadors also commented on the importance 
of stakeholder relations to SERVS and felt those working relationships had improved in 
2008.  
 
Looking ahead to 2009, Meadors said there would be challenges because of the 
fluctuating price of crude at the present time and he said it was difficult to budget and 
run an organization such as SERVS with those unknowns in the marketplace.  SERVS 
will be working hard to make sure that the annual drill, sponsored by Conoco Phillips 
in 2009, is a successful one.   
 
Dorothy Moore commended SERVS personnel for working in the extreme weather 
conditions of the previous month. 
 
Lewis asked for some elaboration on the sea wave mitigation measures and a recent 
collision incident that occurred between a tug and the dock.   He said he suspected 
that the sea wave mitigation maneuver was not something that was in the original 
design concept for the tugs and was probably a technique that had evolved over time.  
He said he was a little concerned that while the equipment could perform the 
maneuver, it may not be the best piece of equipment to use and may put it into a 
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potentially heightened area of concern without having adequately worked through 
processes.  Meadors said he shared Lewis’ concern and there would be more of a report 
at this meeting the following day. He said SERVS had discussions internally about just 
the same concerns raised by Lewis, and he said that if there were to be another wind 
event similar to the one that had occurred recently, he was not sure that SERVS would 
do things the same way or employ some of the tactics that were employed during the 
last incident. He said, however, that he was amazed that with these tugs the tactics do 
work, as could be attested to by PWSRCAC personnel who observed the maneuvers.       
 
OPENING COMMENTS – EX OFFICIOS 
 
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD (USCG): CDR Darryl Verfaillie said he had some 
concerns about communication between PWSRCAC and his office.  He said issues of 
concern to PWSRCAC should be communicated to him as the Captain of the Port-
Valdez.  As an example, he cited a list of PWSRCAC concerns he recently received from 
Capt. Cerne in Juneau that included items he was not aware of and had not heard 
himself directly from PWSRCAC, such as concerns with ballast discharge and AIS.  He 
said his comment to Capt. Cerne was that if they were not communicated to the Capt 
of the Port Valdez then he considered them non-issues, and if they were issues 
someone from PWSRCAC would have given him a call or communicated with him 
directly in some way.  Executive Director Devens explained that he had met with Capt. 
Cerne and tried to brief him on issues and questions that might come up with the 
Board and out of PWSRCAC committees.  He said that there was no intention to go 
around him (Verfaillie) and that if he had failed to inform him directly, it was simply 
an oversight for which he offered his apologies.  
 
On the ice radar, CDR Verfaillie reported that he had just received approval for a 
stand-alone system to be installed within the next 60 days.  On the SERVS Tier I and 
Tier II fishing vessel program, Verfaillie said the USCG will recognize the vessels in the 
program with a pollution recovery vessel decal.  This would be in addition to the 
commercial vessel decal.  It will provide better risk management for the USCG cutters, 
enabling them to focus on the bigger risk boats.  Lastly, CDR Verfaillie said the USCG 
would continue to push for ICS classes for PWSRCAC personnel. 
 
ALASKA DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION (ADEC):  Ron Doyel deferred 
most of his comments to the scheduled general discussion session with Commissioner 
Larry Hartig on the following day’s agenda.  He said that questions the Board had with 
the state’s primacy on NPDES permits could be answered at that time.  He reported 
that the toxics manual was being updated and public comments were due by February 
6, 2009. 
 
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT (BLM):  Joe Hughes stated that he would also be 
interested in hearing about the loading of tankers in high winds and the consequences 
of a pipeline shutdown.   
 
Hughes stated that PWSRCAC could communicate directly with him on issues involving 
the JPO and that he would have an open the line directly to Jerry Brossia.  He also 
reported that the agency would have a new hire by March. 
 
ALASKA DEPT. OF NATURAL RESOURCES (ADNR):  Scott Pexton reported that much 
of the agency’s focus within the JPO was on the Alaska natural gas line proposals and 
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he reported briefly on the status of the various competing projects.  He said Mike 
Morones had been hired as the JPO Information Officer. 
 
US DEPT. OF THE INTERIOR:  Doug Mutter reported on various EVOS 20th anniversary 
events and sessions and encouraged everyone to participate. 
 
OPENING COMMENTS – ALYESKA (continued) 
Alyeska’s Greg Jones summarized 2008 as one of Alyeska’s best years on safety and 
environmental performance and said Alyeska had enjoyed a good year in its 
relationship with PWSRCAC. 
 
He touched on Alyeska’s response to the Petro Star Refinery fire in December that Zinn 
had reported on earlier.  He said that the sharing of assets to respond in such a 
situation to a non-TAPS event carries great risk to Alyeska, both regulatory risks, as 
well as legal and safety risks.  He pointed out that responding in such a way “as a good 
neighbor” was not what Alyeska/SERVS was in business to do, and in another situation 
it may not be able or willing to respond.   
 
A brief discussion followed with the Board on the issue of sharing response assets in 
emergencies that do not involve TAPS and the challenges it poses. 
 
Recess: 3:15 p.m. – 3:40 p.m. 
 
SHIPPERS AND OWNER COMPANY COMMENTS 
 
ALASKA TANKER COMPANY (ATC):  Tom Colby complimented Crowley and SERVS on 
their performance during the recent severe weather conditions and their overall safety 
performance.   
 
He reported that the Alaskan Frontier was now five years old and would be going to 
into dry-dock in Singapore this year, followed by the Alaskan Explorer as soon as the 
Frontier returned.  He reported that harbor generators were being installed on ATC 
ships to reduce operational opacity in port.   
 
BP SHIPPING:  Jeff Johnson spoke of various personnel changes at BP since the 
September board meeting.  The new president is John Minge and Doug Suttles had left 
Alaska for a new position in Houston.  In follow-up to Alyeska’s comments on the issue 
of sharing of assets in an emergency response, Johnson said that as chair of the 
Response Planning Group (RPG) he would get concurrence of the planholder before 
okaying such a response. 
 
POLAR TANKERS:  Monty Morgan reported 110 loadings in Valdez for Polar Tankers in 
2008, totaling 95,000,000 barrels of Alaska North Slope (ANS) crude.  He reported a 
total of four reportable spills in 2008, totaling 0.2 gallons, and two reportable threats 
of a spill.  He said on safety performance, there were two slips on deck in December, 
totaling three reportable for the year. 
 
Morgan reported that the Polar Endeavour had completed its dry-dock maintenance. 
The Polar Enterprise will go out in May for similar service followed by the Polar 
Adventure.   
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Morgan said that Polar Tankers would be sponsoring the area exercise in 2009 the 
week of May 18.   
 
He said that ship-handling training for Southwest Alaska Pilots and Polar masters was 
continuing in Seward at the Alaska Vocational Technical Education Center (AVTEC), but 
the apprenticeship program, which Polar Tankers had started and sponsored for 
several years, was dormant for lack of candidates through the State of Alaska. 
 
SEARIVER MARITIME:  Tom Blanchard said SeaRiver Maritime had finished 2008 with 
a total of four reportable injuries, but none of them in the TAPS trade.  He said the 
SeaRiver Baytown had returned to TAPS service in December and would go for 
shipyard maintenance in the summer of 2009.  The SeaRiver Sierra returned to Alaska 
service in early January. The SeaRiver Long Beach and the SeaRiver Kodiak will remain 
on the West Coast.   
 
Blanchard said SeaRiver would continue its bridge simulator management training and 
will run six courses at California Maritime during the upcoming summer.  He also 
reported that SeaRiver has a rotating fleet officer position in Valdez  known as the 
Valdez Supplementary Mate and that Caroline Oxen would be coming into that position 
to replace Chris Davis. 
 
Steve Lewis expressed disappointment with the return of the Baytown to TAPS service 
and considered it a step backward.  He said it was time for SeaRiver to start looking at 
new double hull, double redundant vessels in its TAPS fleet. 
 
PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
Faulkner reported to the Board on her activities on behalf of the organization since the 
last meeting.  These included working with the Information and Education Committee, 
attending meetings and working with the Executive Committee, attending the 
PWSRCAC-Alyeska Joint Executives meeting, and working on long-range planning.  
Faulkner said she had also listened in on the c-plan teleconferences.  In October she 
worked on the updated peer listener program video with Dr. Steve Picou in Cordova, 
attended Science Night, and the Volunteer Appreciation party in December.  With staff 
and director Blake Johnson, Faulkner said she attended the Marine Expo in Seattle and 
also was invited to teach at a National Planners Association Conference on Leading 
Change where she made a presentation on growing new leaders.   
 
She said she had recently received copies of the documentary video entitled The Black 
Wave and had five copies for PWSRCAC.  She thanked Barry Roberts for the book on 
Alyeska’s 30 year history. 
 
EXECUTIVE  REPORT TO THE BOARD 
Executive Director John Devens expanded on his written report that was included in 
the meeting notebook as Item 2-1.  He reported that during the inclement weather 
slowdown at the VMT in December staff had observed tanker loading, proration of the 
throughput, and the eventual shutdown of the pipeline.  Devens advised Alyeska that it 
should have started the proration a little earlier because the inventory became very 
high, causing an unplanned pipeline shutdown. 
 

Linda Durr � 4/6/09 3:26 PM
Deleted:  & 
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He thanked SERVS and the RPG for inviting PWSRCAC to observe the skimmer tests. He 
also introduced new staff member Joel Kennedy who was hired as the Maritime 
Operations Project Manager based in Valdez. 
 
He briefly outlined the various events that were anticipated for the commemoration of 
the EVOS 20th anniversary. 
 
CONSENT AGENDA  (3-1, 3-2, 3-3)  
The following items were on the consent agenda: 
 

3-1 Revision to Policy No. 104 “Executive Committee” 
Modification of Policy 104 to read: 

 
Executive Committee:  The Executive Committee shall be composed of the officers 
of the corporation and up to three members-at-large.  Staff shall distribute 
executive committee agendas to the full Board at least three business days prior 
to meetings.  Any two Directors may file notice of objection to any action taken by 
the executive committee within 10 days of receipt of the minutes, at which time a 
full Board meeting will be scheduled to consider the matter.  The Executive 
Committee will operate on a vote of the majority. 

 
3-2 Anchorage Office Lease Approval. 
Authorization for staff to negotiate a new lease for the Anchorage office at 3709 
Spenard Road.  

 
 3-3 Dispersant and Solidifier Literature Survey Approval 

Acceptance of the dispersants and solidifier literature surveys “A Review of 
Literature Related to Oil Spill Dispersants 1997-2008”, “A Review of Literature 
Related to Oil Spill Dispersants Especially Related to Alaska 2002-2003” and the 
Solidifiers Literature Review titled “A Review of Literature Related to Oil Spill 
Solidifiers 1990-2008,” as meeting the terms of the contract and posting on the 
PWSRCAC website.  

 
French moved to approve the consent agenda.  Hart seconded, and the motion 
passed by unanimous consent.  
 
20th ANNIVERSARY OF THE EVOS PRESENTATION (4-1) 
Outreach Coordinator Linda Robinson made a presentation on the upcoming 
PWSRCAC-sponsored events commemorating the 20th anniversary of the Exxon Valdez 
Oil Spill on March 24, 2009, and outlined the various coordinated events in Anchorage 
and in Prince William Sound communities. 
 
Recess: 
The meeting recessed at 4:35 p.m. 
 
Friday, January 23, 2009 
 
CALL BACK TO ORDER 
President Faulkner called the meeting back to order on Friday, January 23, 2009, at 
8:35 a.m.  There were 13 directors present at the time of the roll call:  Allen, Burch, 
Duffy, Eisemann, Faulkner, French, Hart, Levasseur, Malutin, Miller, Moore, Parker, and 
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Velsko.  Lewis and Johnson joined the meeting later at 9:00 a.m., followed by Heddell 
after the lunchtime recess.  
 
INCIDENT REPORT UPDATE FOR 2008 (4-2) 
Project Manager Jacquelyn Olson presented a summary of incidents reported to 
PWSRCAC that occurred in the year 2008.  Incident reports included oil spills, fires, 
malfunctions causing shutdowns, navigational closures, and tanker or escort problems.  
The presentation included terminal and tanker statistics about transits, quantities of 
oil loaded, and air emissions data at the VMT.  Olson noted a steeper decline in 
throughput in 2008 compared with 2007 and the corresponding decline in reported 
incidents. 
(This was an information-only item.) 
 
FY2010-FY2014 LONG RANGE PLAN APPROVAL (4-3) 
Cathy Hart presented the FY2010-FY2014 long-range plan (LRP) for approval by the 
Board.  She said each of the PWSRCAC committees ranked their top eight projects and 
the LRP planning committee met in December and further ranked the projects.  An LRP 
workshop meeting was held the previous day to finalize the LRP as presented at this 
time. 
 
Moore moved to approve the Five Year Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years 2010-2014 as 
developed and finalized for consideration by the Board at the January 22, 2009 work 
session. Eisemann seconded, and the motion passed by unanimous consent. 
 
VMT FIRE PROTECTION ASSETS (4-4) 
Tom Kuckertz presented an overview of the contractor report on Project 554.08.01 
that looked at whether available equipment was adequate to fight fires onboard a 
tanker.  The contractor recommended additional training of personnel and better 
coordination among the various entities responsible for fighting fires in Port Valdez.  
The project team, consisting of select TOEM, OSPR, and POVTS committee members, 
recommended acceptance of the report.  A briefing sheet and the contractor’s report 
were included in the meeting notebook at Item 4-4.  As part of the discussion, the 
Board was also asked to discuss whether to reconsider the stated Board position 
favoring the presence of a dedicated firefighting vessel in Port Valdez. 
 
(Johnson and Lewis arrived at 9:00 a.m.: 15 directors present.) 
 
The Board discussed the report and firefighting issues in general.  
 
Burch moved to accept the contractor report, “Firefighting in Port Valdez – Final 
Report” as meeting the terms and conditions of the contract (554.08.01) with Johnson 
and Taylor and for posting on the PWSRCAC web site. Malutin seconded, and the 
motion passed without objection. 
 
Moore said that if the Board wanted to take up whether to revise/revoke its previous 
position on a dedicated firefighting vessel, it should do so at its next meeting since the 
issue was not on the agenda at this time.  The remainder of the Board concurred. 
Faulkner later suggested that the Board send the questions it still had on the dedicated 
vessel back to the team that worked on this project and let the team look at what the 
Board’s position might be in light of the report. 
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LTEMP SAMPLING PLAN (4-5) 
Project Manager Joe Banta presented a plan to reduce the sampling frequency for the 
LTEMP project as provided for in a new sampling plan developed by the LTEMP project 
team and SAC.  Under the proposal, sampling would be reduced to one sampling 
session per year at the two Port Valdez sites and the Knowles Head site. Then, every 
fifth year all 10 existing sites would be sampled.  The adjustments would result in 
substantial savings while still maintaining the project’s long-term dataset integrity and 
ability to detect oil in the environment.  A briefing sheet and a detailed sampling plan 
were included in the meeting notebook at Item 4-5.  Banta stated that the anticipated 
savings with the revised plan would be approximately $100,000/year. 
 
Hart moved to endorse a reduced sampling frequency for the LTEMP provided for in 
the new sampling plan developed by the LTEMP project team and SAC.  Levasseur 
seconded.  
  
French commented that even the original sampling plan had low density for the Sound 
and nothing south of Chignik Island -- the reason being the cost -- but he said he 
recognized this limitation on this project from the beginning.  
 
The motion passed without objection. 
 
SEISMIC RE-ENGINEERING OF THE VMT (4-7) 
Project Manager Kuckertz presented for acceptance a follow-up report by Terry West, 
PE, and Kyu Ho Cho, PE, with respect to recommendations made in the report “Rock 
Slope Stability of the VMT” of September 2007. 
 
The scope of the follow-up work re-examined the slopes, rock bolts, ditches, 
piezometers, and other stability improvement measures at the VMT. It also assessed 
the extent to which 2007 recommendations had been implemented, examined recent 
Alyeska  piezometer data and compared it with their flag or reference levels, and 
coordinated activities with staff of Alyeska, PWSRCAC, Golder Associates, and agencies 
of the JPO.  The report presented to the Board for acceptance was the findings of this 
scope of work. 
 
The report recommended that Alyeska update analyses of critical rock slopes at the 
VMT and consider implementing additional methods to drain slopes and make 
provisions to contain falling rock blocks near the slope base.   
 
The Board took up a general discussion of the issues presented.  Following the 
discussion, Moore moved to accept the report prepared by Terry West, P.E, and Kyu Ho 
Cho, P.E.  of Perdue University entitled, “Seismic Re-Engineering of the Valdez Marine 
Terminal,” on the re-evaluation of the stability analyses of rock slopes at the VMT as 
meeting the terms and conditions of the contract 556.08.01, and for posting on the 
PWSRCAC website.  Hart seconded and the motion passed without objection. 
 
For the Good for the Order 
The Board recognized the 10 years of service to the Board of Steve Lewis and Patience 
Andersen Faulkner.  Each will receive a commemorative clock in recognition of their 
dedication and service to the Board.  Lewis spoke briefly on the issues and challenges 
that may face the Board in the next 10 years. 
 

Linda Durr � 4/6/09 3:28 PM
Deleted: were
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Recess: 10: 10 a.m. -10:30 a.m. 
 
For the Good of the Order 
Executive Director Devens asked legal counsel to provide a legal opinion on new State 
lobbying rules as they may affect PWSRCAC and its volunteers. 
 
SERVS PRESENTATION OF TIER I AND TIER II FISHING VESSEL FLEET (4-6) 
Gail Colby of SERVS made a presentation on the status of the Tier I and Tier II fishing 
vessel fleet under contract with the SERVS Fishing Vessel Response Program. 
(Sharry Miller and Vince Kelly of ADEC listened to this presentation via teleconference.) 
 
Devens commented that Alyeska had been very cooperative by providing PWSRCAC 
with contract information on the Tier I and Tier II vessels for PWSRCAC fishing vessel 
readiness project.  
 
Colby answered questions from the Board on the program.  In response to a specific 
question about changing the name of the program, Colby stated that the name for the 
program would remain the same but the participating vessels would be referred to as 
“vessels of opportunity” in the future. 
 
Velsko disagreed with some of Colby’s assumptions as to why the fleet was declining.  
He felt fishermen had simply lost interest in the program.  Velsko said that the Tier II 
vessels would like more frequent training to keep up their participation in the 
program. At the present time, Tier II participants receive only one training session a 
year.  Lewis said that in his community the lack of participation came down to 
compensation versus the costs of participating in the program. 
 
Faulkner yielded the chair to Lewis momentarily in order to comment on behalf of her 
member entity, Cordova District Fishermen United.  She said she thought an 
opportunity for the participants to meet and exchange ideas would be helpful, as well 
as feedback from the fishing vessel coordinators and SERVS to look at how the 
trainings were going.  She said that some of the concerns of Cordova were the lack of 
reserve crew on hand and making sure the equipment that is used in exercises was 
maintained properly, replaced regularly, and with BAT upgrades.  She said she would 
also like to see a recruitment survey done to identify the pool of vessels SERVS is 
looking for.   
(This was an information-only item.) 
 
PRESENTATION ON RECENT ADVERSE WEATHER LOADING MITIGATION 
MEASURES 
SERVS Director Mike Meadors reviewed with the Board the mitigation measures taken 
by Alyeska/SERVS for loading during recent adverse weather in Valdez where the flow 
in the pipeline was slowed to mitigate high inventory concerns at the tank farm, and 
the eventual shutdown of the pipeline until the weather improved.   
(This was an information-only item.) 
 
ALYESKA PRESENTATION ON BALLAST WATER TREATMENT FACITY UPDATES 
Alyeska’s Curtis Nuttal gave an update on renovations to Alyeska’s Ballast Water 
Treatment Facility. 
(This was an information-only item.) 
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Lunch Recess: 12:25 – 1:10pm. 
(Heddell joined the meeting after the lunch recess – 16 directors present.) 
 
OPEN DISCUSSION WITH USCG AND ADEC COMMISSIONER LARRY HARTIG 
ADEC Commissioner Larry Hartig led off an open discussion with the Board, along with 
CAPT Mark Hamilton, Captain of the Port for Western Alaska, on issues of concern to 
PWSRCAC.   CAPT Hamilton represented Admiral A.E. Brooks of USCG District 17, who 
was unable to attend the meeting because of inclement weather. 
 
Potential questions on issues of concern were previously provided to the 
Commissioner and the USCG and primarily involved PWSRCAC’s concern with the 
ARRT and the continuation of double escorts once the last single hull tanker leaves 
TAPS service. 
 
Velsko led the Board’s questions and asked whether the USCG and ADEC would 
support codifying in statute the maintenance of double escorts for the TAPS fleet after 
the fleet is completely double hulled.  Capt. Hamilton stated that USCG would look to 
an updated risk assessment before pursuing changes to the provisions that were 
mandated by OPA 90, and that any regulatory addition or amendment to OPA 90 
would be unlikely to happen without an updated risk assessment.  He stated that the 
USCG endorsed a risk assessment, but there had been no appropriation of funds for 
one at this time and unlikely to be any available in the near future because of ongoing 
risk assessments in two other areas of the state.   
 
Commissioner Hartig suggested that PWSRCAC seek a voluntary commitment from 
industry to continue with double escorts after the last single skin tanker left TAPS 
service.  He suggested this approach be formalized in a memorandum of agreement to 
remain in effect until a risk assessment could be completed.  He also pointed out the 
legal tangles that could arise if the state attempted to assert conditions on industry 
outside of OPA 90 that were not federally mandated.  He surmised the state would lose 
the jurisdictional argument. 
 
Lewis questioned why the ADEC or USCG would allow protection to be lowered and 
assume that it did not increase risk.  He was also concerned with the budget and hiring 
freezes at the state level at the same time that increased responsibility for NPDES 
primacy was occurring.  
 
Hamilton recommended that PWSRCAC pursue the Commissioner’s suggestion for a 
voluntary agreement with industry until a risk assessment could be completed.  He 
said he was also concerned with the “gap” when the last single hulled tanker departed 
TAPS trade.    
 
As to the ARRT, French outlined PWSRCAC’s concerns with the ARRT’s lack of 
transparency.  Hamilton stated that the ARRT was built on being an open and 
transparent process.  Commissioner Hartig concurred and said that to the extent ADEC 
could help assure the openness and the communication of the group, ADEC would do 
that and continue to do that. He pointed out that ADEC was the tri-chair of the Science 
and Technical Committee and acknowledged that there had been some bumps in the 
road on how that committee had operated.  He said there had been a lot of discussions 
about the problems and how to improve it and that they were committed to improving 
the process. 
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On the in-situ burning position taken by the ARRT, Commissioner Hartig went on to 
offer ADEC’s air quality technical personnel to answer remaining PWSRCAC questions 
on the issue.  On the ARRT’s dispersants position, Commissioner Hartig said he would 
have preferred a different outcome in terms of the position that the Department of the 
Interior took on the withdrawal of their pre-approval for the use of dispersants, but 
that ADEC would honor the Department of the Interior’s position. 
 
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE UPDATE AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
REGARDING ESCORTS (4-8) 
Stan Jones and Doug Mertz (via teleconference) gave a legislative affairs update. 
 
Jones reported that the LAC had been meeting since October, and John Velsko was the 
chair.   
 
Mertz reported on legislative matters in Juneau.  So far there were only four bills of 
interest to PWSRCAC.  Two of them were almost the same legislation (Senate Bill 4, 
House Bill 74) which would change the Alaska Coastal Management Program to return 
to a system whereby the local regions would have the power to create their own 
standards and adjudicate what standards were being met.  There was also House Bill 
12 that PWSRCAC had been working on itself, which would set up a multi-agency, 
multi-government council to give some direction to the state government about what 
to do about invasive species.  The fourth bill was a bill to prevent the ADEC from 
allowing mixing zones in freshwater bodies that serve anadromous fish spawning 
areas.  He said the only other item so far that was of concern to PWSRCAC was the 
budget, where it appeared that the ADEC budget as proposed by the Governor would 
be flat, including the Spill Prevention and Response (SPAR) budget.  With declining oil 
revenue there were concerns that the state would have to cut its overall general 
budget, but the ADEC/SPAR portion might be relatively immune because most of it 
comes from a dedicated fund.  However, Mertz noted that there might be more 
opposition from the producers to an increase in the ADEC/SPAR budget because 
throughput is generally in decline.  Mertz also noted that there was no bill with regard 
to the 470 Fund at the present time. 
 
LAC Chair Velsko noted that there was some opposition from the Alaska Department 
of Fish and Game to take on the responsibilities of invasive species.   
 
Jones then introduced the action item for Board approval, a resolution soliciting the 
Legislature to pass a resolution in support of preserving the dual escort system in 
honor of and associated with the 20th anniversary of the EVOS.  A copy of the proposed 
resolution was included in the meeting notebook as Attachment A to Item 4-8. 
 
Miller moved to approve a draft resolution (Attachment A to Item 4-8 in the notebook) 
to be introduced to the 2009 Alaska State Legislature in support of preserving the 
current practice of escorting all laden tankers in Prince William Sound with two tugs 
once the OPA90 provision for escorting single hull tankers sunsets.   Moore seconded, 
and the motion passed by unanimous consent. 
 
PWS ESCORT SYSTEM CONTRACT UPDATE AND FUND TRANSFER (4-9) 
Tom Kuckertz and Maritime Operations Project Manager Joel Kennedy gave an update 
on the data analysis contract looking at the suitability of MARIN SAFETUG/SAFETUG2 
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efforts for possible use in advocating for upgrades to the  escorts at  Hinchinbrook 
Entrance and beyond.  A short video presentation was shown of the current ETTs and 
PRTs in Prince William Sound. .   
 
Miller moved to approve a fund transfer from Contingency to Project 801 (Tanker 
Escort System) in the amount of $61,414. (Approved in FY08, 2nd half of SAFETUG due 
in FY09.)  Eisemann seconded, and the motion passed without objection. 
 
Lewis explained the project team’s recommendations that the dual escort system and 
the Hinchinbrook tug issues be considered together.  He said the project team 
concluded that, rather than trying to define and design a new separate vessel for 
Hinchinbrook Entrance, the focus needed to be on the capabilities of the vessels 
already in the system and to determine where they are with respect to BAT, whether 
they have the capability to meet their functional requirements, and what could be done 
about maintaining them as a system.   
 
French moved to accept the project team’s recommendation that staff consider the 
escort needs for Prince William Sound, Hinchinbrook and beyond as a whole and in the 
context of the BAT developed by MARIN’s SAFETUG projects. Moore seconded, and the 
motion passed without objection. 
 
ARRT TEAM PROCESS  UPDATE (4-10) 
In the lieu of an update on the ARRT Team process, the project team asked for input to 
be conveyed to the members of the project team before the meeting between 
PWSRCAC and the ARRT Co-Chairs on February 4th.  The presentation on the ARRT 
Team process was deferred to the May Board meeting. 
 
VALDEZ NARROWS AND ARM NAVIGATION (4-11) 
The presentation on proposed changes to the Valdez Narrows and Valdez Arm 
navigation was postponed until the May Board meeting on a motion made by Moore, 
seconded by Hart and passed without objection. 
 
ADEC PRESENTATION ON ALASKA POLLUTION DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM 
ADEC’s Sharmon Stambaugh gave an overview of the State’s assumption of NPDES 
primacy – now known as the Alaska Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (APDES) 
program.  A handout was distributed to supplement the presentation.   
(This was an information item only.) 
 
CLOSING COMMENTS 
Directors were given the opportunity to make closing comments. 
 
In response to earlier comments that SERVS was not going to respond if the weather 
was bad because it was too dangerous or respond outside of the Prince William Sound 
Capt. of the Port zone, Lewis commented that the attitude that responsibility ends at 
the boundary of Prince William Sound is completely unacceptable to the downstream 
communities.  He also said that if this were the case, then one must look to prevention, 
and keep the escort system as it is at the present time, if not enhancing it.   
 
Bob Jaynes requested that the issue of establishment of a weather buoy in Valdez Arm 
at Port Fremantle be brought back up. He said that the issue had been discussed 
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sometime ago with Sen. Lisa Murkowski but since that time had disappeared from 
everyone’s agenda. 
 
Alyeska’s Barry Roberts requested time on the May meeting agenda to make a 
presentation on Alyeska’s pig run data. 
  
ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting adjourned at 4:36 p.m. 
 
 
     
Secretary 


